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General Information

Open-Xchange is pleased to announce the release of OX Drive app v2.2.0 for Apple macOS.
OX Drive enables users to synchronize ﬁles between a variety of devices (phones, tablets and laptops) and OX App Suite. OX Drive consists of two elements: the OX Drive component that is built
into OX App Suite and the native OX Drive Apps. These are designed to work together and ensure
high usability and a seamless customer experience on different devices.
In this version, besides some bug ﬁxes and enhanced error reporting, we have re-designed the
sharing experience. The dialogue for inviting others to access and edit content on OX Drive has a
more intuitive layout: It now differentiates more clearly between existing and new invites. When
creating or editing sharing links, users are now able to deﬁne the expiration date arbitrarily by using the new date picker.
For accounts with limited storage, the new version supports users in handling the situation that
their local Drive directory exceeds the allowed size: The corresponding notiﬁcation allows them to
directly access their Trash folder in Appsuite and empty it to gain back space.
For details on how to install and update OX Drive please refer to the instructions here: http:
//oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=AppSuite:OX_Drive.
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Shipped Product and Version

OX Drive for Mac 2.2.0-rev1
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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